TENTATIVE Schedule of events: Please contact Christie Landry (985-448-4871; christie.landry@nicholls.edu) if you have concerns.

Ballroom

DIVISION B

8:00-8:50A  9:00-9:50A  10:00-10:50A  11:00-11:50A  12:00-12:50P  1:00-1:50P  2:00-2:50P  3:00-3:50P  4:00-4:50P

1 Air Trajectory  SU Ballroom/IMPOUND  GOU 304
2 Anatomy and Physiology  GOU 211
3 BioProcess Lab  QUAD-Fountain  GOU-LOBBY  BEA 105
4 Bottle Rocket  BEA 213
5 Bridge Building  SHAVER GYM  PEL 249  SHAVER GYM  GOU 204
6 Crave the Wave  BEA 105
7 Crime Busters  BEA 213
8 Disease Detectives  GOU 203  GOU-LOBBY  BEA 213
9 Dynamic Planet  BEA 213
10 Elastic Launch Glider  PEL 249  GOU 240
11 Experimental Design  BEA 105
12 Food Science  BEA 213
13 Fossils  BEA 213
14 Green Generation  PEL 249  BEA 165
15 Invasive Species  BEA 165
16 Meteorology  BEA 165
17 Mission Possible  BEA 165
18 Picture This  PEL 233/IMPOUND  GOU 209
19 Reach for the Stars  PEL 233/IMPOUND  BEA 244
20 Road Scholar  BEA 244
21 Scrambler  BEA 244
22 Wind Power  BEA 244
23 Write it, Do it  BEA 244

This schedule is subject to change based on the number of teams participating in the 2016 Region I Science Olympiad. IMPOUND: All participants in events requiring impound must have their items at the impound area 20 minutes prior to the start of the event. For events with more than one time slot, odd numbered teams will be scheduled during the first hour, and even numbered teams will be scheduled during the second hour. Teams will participate in the order that they arrive during their scheduled time block (walk-up scheduling). This scheduling is subject to amendment in the event that we need to extend event times to a three-hour block. Notification of change will be posted after registration closes on February 1.